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• http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTMsfDDvioY

Apple pie theme

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTMsfDDvioY


The literature review is a professional 

conversation framed by a guiding 

concept, a well-organised presentation 

of the current state of topic knowledge, 

designed to highlight past research 

findings and to pave the way for the 

current research. 
Switzer, A. & Wynn Perdue, S. (2011)



Some of the questions a literature review can 
answer are highlighted in the following diagram: 

Adapted from Hart, C. (1998 p 14) 



The literature review forms the foundation of the 
project. It is the chapter in your thesis or 
dissertation where you will describe and discuss:

– what research has already been done related to your topic

– how this research has helped inform your own topic 

– how your topic fits into the bigger picture of research in 
your discipline.

Western Libraries (2014)



A ‘good’ literature review A ‘poor’ literature review 

….. is a synthesis of available research

….. is a critical evaluation

….. has appropriate breadth & depth

….. has clarity and conciseness

….. uses rigorous and consistent

methods

….. is an annotated bibliography

….. is confined to description

….. is narrow and shallow

….. is confusing and longwinded

….. is constructed in an arbitrary way



Groupwork



The Sheep in Wolf's Clothing 
adapted from a story by James Thurber

Not very long ago there was a very clever sheep who all the other sheep 
looked up to. In the name of research, he put on wolf's clothing and went 
among the wolves as a spy, to see what was going on. 

He arrived on a fete day, when all the wolves were singing in the taverns or 
dancing in the street. He came to the conclusion that wolves are just like 
sheep, for they gambol and frisk.  Every day is a fete day in Wolfland. 

He sought out papers for his literature review that agreed with his theory. 
His final thesis gave the following message to his fellows: wolves are just 
like sheep, for they gambol and frisk, and every day is a fete day in Wolfland. 

The citizens of Sheepland were convinced by all this, so they drew in their 
sentinels and they let down their barriers.  When the wolves descended on 
them one night, howling and slavering, the sheep were as easy to kill as flies 
on a windowpane……



Moral of story

• Literature reviews take time - no shortcuts

• You can’t rely on a single source

• You have to read the literature with a critical and 
discerning eye in preparation for high-level 
independent research

• You have to take a neutral stance regardless of 
your own inherent beliefs or bias

• Don’t follow the sheep!







Getting started…

Creswell (2002,86) recommends a five step process:

1. identifying terms to typically use in your 
literature search
– Make a list of search terms or keywords for searching

– Look at synonyms and keep adding additional and 
alternative terms to your list 

– Turn your research topic into a question or series of 
questions 



Step 2

2. locating the literature 
– Library databases: peer-reviewed papers – scholarly 

research

– Scholarly web resources

– Grey literature – conference papers, government 
publications etc

– Inter library loans 

– Visit other libraries

(Note: Contact us if you need some help with this step!)



Literature searching: 
what kind of information do I need to use? 

Library Catalogue
Books (including e-books)

Encyclopedias
Journals

Electronic Databases
Dissertations and theses

Newspapers
Statistics

Web Resources



Step 3

3. reading and checking the relevance of the 
literature

– Authority – who are the authors/publishers?

– Accuracy – is the information accurate?

– Bias – check for hidden agendas

– Currency – is the material up to date?

– Coverage – are all aspects of the topic covered?



Step 4a
4. organizing the literature you have selected -
provides a framework for analysing, comparing, critiquing 
and synthesising the results of a study with other studies.

Source citation Source summary Theme / Talking 

point 1

Theme / Talking 

point 2

Theme / Talking 

point 3

Reference A Paper outlines… Direct quote Direct quote

Reference B Paper reviews… Paraphrase Paraphrase

Reference C Paper outlines… Paraphrase

Reference D Paper argues… Direct quote Paraphase

Switzer, A. & Wynn Perdue, S. (2011)



• This grid provides a framework for comparing and 
contrasting different authors’ views on an issue. 

• It is a way of grouping authors who draw similar 
conclusions and of noting areas in which authors 
are in disagreement. 

• It will help you to start structuring your literature 
review in terms of themes.



Step 5 

• writing a literature review

You can rewrite, you can revise, you can refine, but the first 
thing you have to do is write…..Long discussions over dinner, 
reading yet another piece of research, having yet another 
discussion over drinks…..none of this counts as writing….

Barreca, G. (2011)

• Remember to follow appropriate referencing
conventions throughout



Last word

Write for those who will be reading you in 10 years time, 

not for those who wrote about your topic 10 years 

ago….keep in mind that, eventually, the readers who will 

be most interested in your work are those who will be 

looking up to you as the expert in the field. 
Barreca, G. (2011) 



Literature searching: defining your topic.

Your research project/essay will be easier if you 
take time to plan and analyse your topic 
before you start searching.



• Think about your topic

• Read your question (if you have been set one) 
or think about your area of research. Clarify 
any unknown or unfamiliar terms : 

• use dictionaries for definitions 

• use glossaries for specialised terms 

• use encyclopedias for an overview

http://www.brookes.ac.uk/library/jargon.html
http://www.brookes.ac.uk/library/jargon.html
http://www.brookes.ac.uk/library/jargon.html


• Identify the main concepts or elements of your 
topic

• use single words or key phrases 
• use related words : 

– use broader and narrower terms 
– use synonyms
– use a thesaurus to find synonyms and related terms 

• make a list of relevant keywords (the words that 
best describe what you want to look for) 

http://www.brookes.ac.uk/library/jargon.html
http://www.brookes.ac.uk/library/jargon.html




Literature searching: 
what kind of information do I need to use? 

Library Catalogue
Books (including e-books)

Encyclopedias
Journals

Electronic Databases
Dissertations and theses

Newspapers
Statistics

Web Resources





• Library catalogue: contains details of all print 
and electronic books and journals held. They 
may be on the shelf or in digital format e.g. e-
journal, e-book, electronic article.





















Journal - also known as a periodical is a 
publication that appears at fixed intervals e.g. 
Weekly, Fortnightly Monthly, Yearly.



Advantages of Journals

• Because they are published frequently they are the best source of current 

information.

• Dedicated to a specific field of study e.g. electronic engineering, music technology

• Current events are usually discussed in a journal before they become the subject 

of a book.

• Contain information on the latest trends, products, research and theories.





























Dissertations and theses: 
• Search the LIT Library Catalogue

• Search other Library Catalogues (e.g. Institutes of Technology)

• Inter Library Loan Service

• Hardcopy lists of theses available at the Library Desk.



Newspapers:
• Irish Times, Irish Independent, Irish Examiner available in the 

Library

• Irish Times Online Archive Search

• Lexus Nexus News search







Statistics:
Central Statistics Office- Provides information on labour market earnings, People & Society, 

census, Business sectors, environment, climate and the economy

ESRI (Economic & Social Research Institute)- focuses on economic and social change in Ireland 
e.g. information on the recession, Irish economy, house prices etc.

Irish Social Science data Archive- surveys and official statistics (e.g. Census

Environmental Research Centre- data from major Environmental Research projects- Greenhouse 
database

There many more… international etc.



L.I.L.T. Library Information Literacy Tutorial

Epigeum Research Skills Online



With our new library mobile app you can
now take the library with you wherever
you go

LIT Library is pleased to announce Library Anywhere, a mobile application that lets
you use the library on your smart phone or other web-capable device.

With this application, users can:

•Search the library catalog and Summon

•Reserve or renew items

•See what they have checked out

•Access library online databases

•Find library opening hours and locations

•Contact a librarian

To access Library Anywhere go to http://www.libanywhere.com/m/799 and it will
detect which device you're using and send you to the right version of Library Anywhere
(there are three versions currently, iPhone, Android, and a Universal version that works
on any mobile device, including Blackberry).

Install options:
Android:
Visit Android Marketplace on your phone and search for 'Library Anywhere'
Download and install the free app.
Load the app and search for LIT Library to make it your default search page and start searching!
iPhone:
Visit iPhone App store on your phone and search for 'Library Anywhere'
Download and install the free app.
Load the app and search for LIT Library to make it your default search page and start searching!
Blackberry, Windows 7 and other phones (universal version):
Visit the universal web version https://www.libanywhere.com/m/799
Remember to bookmark the page as it is an actual webpage not an app.

http://www.libanywhere.com/m/799
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.phonegap.LibraryAnywhere
http://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/libanywhere/id397718881?mt=8
https://www.libanywhere.com/m/799
https://www.libanywhere.com/m/799
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